Make your own SugarSwatter space ship!

You’ll need:
- Stiff paper or thin poster board
- Scissors
- Markers, colored pencils, or crayons
- Tape
- Glue, glue stick or paste
- String

1. Print out 2 copies of this page. Enlarge and color if you’d like.
2. Cut the pieces out on the dotted lines and cut the slits in C.
3. Glue the pages to poster board.
4. Glue the two A pieces back to back and cut a hole through the circle at the top. Insert A through the center slit in C.
5. Fold the two B pieces along the center line and insert each in the shorter slits in C.
6. Cut a small hole in each of the D pieces and loop a piece of string through the hole. Tape the other end of the string to the underside of C.
7. Loop a string through the hole at the top of A to hang your space ship!